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Abstract

As volcano monitoring involves more and different sensors from seismic to GPS receivers, from 

video and thermal cameras to multi-parameter probes measuring temperature, ph values and 

humidity in the ground and the air, it becomes important to design real-time networks that 

integrate and leverage the multitude of available parameters. In order to do so some simple 

principles need to be observed: a) a common time base for all measurements, b) a packetized 

general data communication protocol for acquisition and distribution, c) an open and well 

documented interface to the data permitting standard and emerging innovative processing, and d) 

an intuitive visualization platform for scientists and civil defense personnel.

Although mentioned as simple principles, the list above does not necessarily lead to obvious 

solutions or integrated systems, which is, however, required to take advantage of the available 

data. Only once the different data streams are put into context to each other in terms of time and 

location can a broader view be obtained and additional information extracted. The presentation is 

a summary of currently available technologies and how they can achieve the goal of an integrated 

real-time volcano monitoring system.

A common time base are standard for seismic and GPS networks. In different projects we 

extended this to video feeds and time-lapse photography. Other probes have been integrated 

with vault interface enclosures (VIE) as used in the Transportable Array (TA) of the USArray. 

The VIE can accommodate the sensors employed in volcano monitoring.

The TA has shown that Antelope is a versatile and robust middleware. It provides the required 

packetized general communication protocol that is independent from the actual physical 

communication link leaving the network design to adopt appropriate and possible hybrid 

solutions. This applies for the data acquisition and the data/information dissemination providing 

both a much needed collaboration platform, as well as, system hardening backup centers.

Moreover, Antelope, as typical middleware, allows the scientist and software developer to focus 

on the specific purpose of their application by providing well defined input/output interfaces. 

This will spur the development of original and inventive real-time processing schemes in the 

realm of volcano monitoring.

Whatever the underlying data and information engine is, it is only as good as the frontend. Such a 

frontend has to accommodate the dual purpose of putting data and information in a form that is 

conducive for scientist and the emergency responder. Current projects in Italy and Abu Dhabi 

with multiple display centers gave us insights into how difficult it is to develop a multipurpose 

situation room. Currently, we are experimenting with sophisticated emergency management 

software that ties strong-motion measurement, structural behavior, and loss estimation to a 

situation-driven response plan. Although different in content and timeline, this can be adapted 

for developing volcano eruptions. 

A final word on remote sensing data, e.g. infrared imaging from an airplane: If the data can be 

streamed, there is a way to time tag them and include them in the broader real-time process. At 

least, batch processing should be considered in order to improve the overall information status 

pre- or post-event.

Requirements (“Simple Principles”)

§ A common time base for all measurements

§ A packetized general data communication protocol for acquisition and distribution

§ An open and well documented interface to the data permitting standard and emerging innovative 

processing

§ An intuitive visualization platform for scientists and civil defense personnel

Common Time Base

§ A common time base are standard for seismic and GPS networks

§ In different projects UCSD extended this to video feeds and time-lapse photography

§ Other probes have been integrated with the vault interface enclosures (VIE) as used in the 

Transportable Array (TA) of the USArray

=> The VIE can accommodate the sensors employed in volcano monitoring

Middleware & Communication

§ Antelope has shown in many network deployments, in particular,  in the Transportable Array its 

versatility and robustness in terms of data types and number of stations

§ Antelope provides the required packetized general communication protocol that is independent from 

the actual physical communication link

§ This leaves the freedom to adopt communication solutions appropriate for the network design 

including the possibility of elaborated hybrid solutions

§ This applies for the data acquisition as well as the data/information dissemination providing both a 

much needed collaboration platform, as well as, system hardening backup centers.

Middleware & Process Development

§ Antelope provides providing well defined input/output interfaces 

§ Antelope allows the scientist and software developer to focus on the specific purpose of their 

application

§ This shall spur the development of original and inventive real-time processing schemes in the realm 

of volcano monitoring

Visualization (“Manage The Situation, Not the Technology”)

§ The frontend has to accommodate the dual purpose of putting data and information in a form 

that is conducive for scientist and the emergency responder

§ Current projects in Italy and Abu Dhabi with multiple display centers gave us insights into 

how difficult it is to develop a multipurpose situation room

· We are experimenting with sophisticated emergency management software that ties strong-motion 

measurement, structural behavior, and loss estimation to a situation-driven response plan

· Although different in content and timeline, this can be adapted for developing volcano eruptions 

 An animation demonstrates filtered pressure readings spanning 10 days in April 2011, 
including several major severe weather outbreaks. Data are filtered between periods 
of 2 hours to 6 hours. A filtered timeseries of barometric pressure at station 144A, 
located in west-central Mississippi, shows a generalized pressure signal. Tornado 
touchdowns are shown by the red squares that appear and disappear.
(provided by Bob Woodward at http://www.usarray.org/researchers/obs/transportable/atmospheric) 

 Scene file of 2010/07/07 M5.4 Earthquake near Borrego Springs, CA 
from the SIO Visualization Center

(author Debi Kilb at http://www.siovizcenter.ucsd.edu/library/objects/details.php?ID=261) 

 Time lapse photography of the fires of October 2007 in San Diego. This movie shows footage from the four 
HWPWREN cameras on Lyons Peak on Oct 24, 2007, from midnight to noon.
(authors F. Vernon & K. Key from the SIO Visualization Center at http://www.siovizcenter.ucsd.edu/library/objects/details.php?ID=193) 
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